
 
 

SUBMISSIONS ON THE PETROLEUM (EXPLORATION, DEVELOPMENT & PRODUCTION) 

BILL 2017 BY THE KENYA OIL & GAS WORKING GROUP1 

 

TO: THE CLERK OF THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF KENYA 

 

Introduction 

 

Regulation of upstream petroleum activities is based on the fact that all the natural resources in Kenya 

existing in their natural state are vested in the National Government. As such, the National Government is the 

body responsible for the conduct of upstream petroleum operations in the country including licensing, 

exploration, development and production. It has, however, emerged that the management of petroleum 

resources, especially exploration poses great challenges for both the State and local communities. 

 

The Constitution espouses the concept of intergenerational development where the preamble underlines the 

need to use our natural resources and the environment sustainably for the benefit of present and future 

generations. 

 

Future exploration contracts must be in the interest of the people of Kenya or otherwise be a nullity. Further, 

the Constitution provides for environmental rights to the effect that every person has the right to a clean and 

healthy environment. This right includes the right to have the environment protected for the benefit of present 

and future generations through legislative and other measures and to have obligations relating to the 

environment fulfilled. 

 

We appreciate the efforts of the government in bringing sanity to the petroleum industry in conformity with 

the Constitution of Kenya. The current draft of the Petroleum Bill is comprehensive in scope, creating 

institutions such as the National Upstream Petroleum Advisory Committee to advise the Cabinet Secretary, 

provisions on competitive bidding for licences, local content, environmental management and sharing of 

revenues. However, as organisations representing the most affected local community members; we propose 

areas that require improvement as highlighted below: 

 

 

 

1 The Kenya Oil and Gas Working Group (KOGWG) is a public interest network that advocates for 

sustainable development and good governance of the nascent Oil and Gas Development Sector in Kenya. 



 
 

Clause   Issue / What the Bill Provides Proposal/Recommendations 

Definitions   The Bill defines “local community” as a sub-county or sub This definition is by geography rather than communities living 

Clause (2)   counties in which a petroleum resource is exploited within the areas of upstream petroleum operations 

   The  Bill  does  not  define  National  Oil  Corporation  as  an Define what NOCK is and what role it will play 

   Institution.  It  also  interchanges  NOCK  and  National  Oil  

   Company throughout the Bill.  

   The Bill needs to also identify the salient difference between There  is  a  very  big  difference  between  restoration  and 

   decommissioning (which is defined) and restoration (which is decommissioning  and  this  term  cannot  be  used  in  the  Bill 

   not defined).  without definition 

   The definition of County government is too broad and may The county government referred to in this Bill must be defined 

   bring problems further on during revenue allocation further to mean the county in which these resources are found. 

Clause 12 (4)   The  membership  of the  Advisory  Committee  is  not It  is  our  considered  opinion  that  the  four  other  members 

Advisory Committee representative of the sector mentioned in the Bill should include representatives from the 

Composition     National  Land  Commission,  Ministry  of  Environment  & 

     Natural  Resources,  representatives  from  professional  bodies 

     such  as  the  Geological  society  of  Kenya,  the  Petroleum 

     Institute and the Academia 

Clause 14 (1) (c)  Provides the Upstream Petroleum Authority with powers to In our understanding the roles of a regulator are very clear as to 

   borrow and lend money  setting standards and enforcing the same. We recommend the 

     deleting of this provision as this qualify the regulator to assume 

     the role of a competitor in the sector 



 
Clause 17 (1) (e)  No criteria has been set for the Cabinet Secretary in appointing There is need for a structured process that will insulate the 

Board of Directors of the the five (5) other members mentioned process of recruiting the members from abuse. We recommend 

Authority     that the Cabinet Secretary nominates for the national Assembly 

     to approve 

Clause 17 (2)   The  qualifications  of  the  person  to  be  appointed  as There is need to revise the education qualifications to allow 

Qualification of the Chairperson  of  the  Board  seems  to  be  restrictive  and individuals with managerial skills to qualify since there will be 

Board Chairperson  petroleum sector oriented  the  Director  General  of  the  Authority  with  the  technical 

     expertise 

Clause 22   The  provision  enumerates  instances  that  may  lead  the We recommend that the said violation should be a violation 

Removal of the chairperson to exit the position and these include: contemplated in the Leadership & Integrity Chapter and Act of 

Chairperson   -  Any violation of the constitution or any other law Parliament 

   This is too wide and may lead to abuse  

Clause 24   The provision enumerates instances that may lead the Director We recommend that the said violation should be a violation 

Removal of the Director General to exit the position and these include: contemplated in the Leadership & Integrity Chapter and Act of 
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General     -  Any violation of the constitution or any other law Parliament 

     This is too wide and may be abused  

Negotiation, award and Where the CS intends to negotiate directly with the contractor, We propose publishing on the Ministry website too. 

execution of petroleum he shall publish a notice in the Gazette and in at least two  

agreements Clause 45 (4) newspapers of national circulation  

Conflict  of Institutional As  currently  drafted,  there  is  a  possibility  of  a  conflict The  Bill  should  provide  greater  clarity  on  the  division  of 

Mandate     emanating between the Cabinet Secretary and the Upstream responsibilities  among  the  three  institutions  by  providing  a 

     Petroleum Authority in granting of licences and reporting by statement on the overall roles of the Cabinet Secretary, the 

     the contractors. Authority & Advisory Committee.  This  will  help  ensure 

      consistency & clarity to avoid duplication of roles or confusion 

     Conflict between the Authority and the National Environment over which entity makes the final determination on particular 

     Management  Authority  (NEMA)  as  regards  monitoring  of issues. 

     upstream activities particularly in respect to the environment.  

      There is need to have NEMA representation in the Authority. 

     

The National Oil The  Bill  provides  for  activities  in  the  petroleum  upstream Since this is the primary legislation on matters petroleum, it is 

Corporation of Kenya operations  where  the  government  is  a  player  through  its our considered opinion that the National Oil Corporation of 

     investment arm the National Oil Corporation of Kenya that is Kenya be provided for as an institution in so far as its upstream 

     not provided for in the Bill operations are concerned 

Clause 51 (7)   The Authority in collaboration with the contractor or any other For  the  local  community  to  effectively  participate,  this 

Local   community stakeholder shall give the local community where upstream provision  needs  further  strengthening  in  the  Regulations  to 



 
participation in award of petroleum operations are to be permitted adequate opportunity ensure   that   local   communities   have   sufficient   time, 

Operational Permits  to participate in the process of reviewing and awarding permits information, expert support to be able to participate. 

      Similarly, the Regulations contemplated in Clause 118 should 

      clarify  who  to  participate,  where  and  the  procedure  of 

      participation 

      The regulations  should  also  specify the  role  of  the  County 

      government    in  which  this  local  community  is  found  in 

      reviewing permits 

Clauses 72 & 73  Information to be disclosed by the contractors Lack of an enabling law on access to information may limit 

      availability, accessibility and utilization of this information 

Clause 73    There is a limit on the information available and consent must There is need to separate the information that can be disclosed 

     be sought for the information to be accessed and what is confidential 

Additional Statement The Governments of Kenya and the United States  agreed for The Bill should contain a proviso  that requires the ratification 
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 the  domestication  of  the  Extractive  Industry  Transparency of  EITI  framework  in  the  petroleum  sector  or  refer  to 

 Initiative within six (6) months regulations for incorporating EITI principles in our national 

  legislation    

     

Confidentiality Refer to Clause 49 of the Model Production Sharing Contract There  is  need  to  have  the  provisions  on  confidentiality  as 

  espoused in the model PSC in the Bill    

Clause 77 (1) (C) The employment priority to be given to qualified and skilled There are various locals who may be experts or skilled in the 

Local Content Kenyans at all levels of value chain industry but lack certification for their skills-the government 

  should invest in training and certification options that can be 

  used to certify various individuals who may not be privileged 

  to  have  gained  formal  education  system  or  in  lieu  of 

  certification, acknowledge indigenous knowledge and or the 

  number of years one has engaged in the required skill  

  -  Local content should also be insulated from local “elite 

  capture”    

Clause 77 (1) (C) The clause states that “provided that the cost of local content There is need to clarify what the  clause  means.  Further,  a 

 shall not be higher than at any other place.” region should be considered on its own and not in comparison 

  with other regions as the dynamics  are different from each 

  other    

Clause 77 (2) & (3) Contractor required to avail local content plans to government There  is  need  for  sustainable  plans  on  investment  in  the 

 for approval community.    

  In this regard, the contractor shall work closely with county 



 
  governments  towards  developing  community  development 

  agreements    

Clauses 77 (4) & 78 (2) The Cabinet Secretary to make Regulations regarding local It is our considered opinion that just like in other jurisdictions, 

(c) content the  Cabinet  secretary  shall  make  Regulations  that  will  be 

  subjected to parliamentary approval    

Clause 79 Training Fund to cater for various trainings There is need to give proper information on the structure and 

  accountability systems of the Training Fund. Who is it meant to 

  train? Government employees or Kenyans    

Clause 80 (2) The contractor shall pay to the National Government all taxes, This  provision  omits  the  signature bonuses  as  a form of 

       

Payments & Revenue relevant fees and levies in such manner as may be prescribed payment and should be included    

 by both the petroleum agreement and any other relevant laws      

Clause 85 (1) The  National  Government’s  share  of  profits  derived  from There should be a proviso at the end of the Clause that defines 

 upstream petroleum operations shall be apportioned between the  county  government  to  be  restricted to  the county 
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 the National Government, County Government and the local government  in  which  an  upstream  petroleum  resource  is 

 community. exploited 

 This provision lacks a clear definition on who and what the  

 county government is  

Clause 85 (4) The local community’s share equivalent to five (5) per cent of There is need to have an independent body such as the County 

Board of Trustees the National Government’s share shall be paid into a Trust Assembly participate in constituting the Board of Trustees. 

 Fund  managed  by  a  Board  of  Trustees  established  by  the The criteria of appointing members to the Board of Trustees to 

 County Government in consultation with the local community be set by the County Assemblies and shall include women, 

  youth,  Persons  with  disabilities,  marginalised  and  minority 

  groups in that given local community 

Additional provision Proposal on how the five per cent local community fund shall The 5% allocated to the local community shall be utilised in the 

 be spent following manner: 

  -  60 per cent to be spent on development projects that 

  have an impact on future generations 

  -  Not more than 35 per cent of the Fund to be used for 

  the immediate priorities of the local community 

  -  Not more than 5 per cent of the Fund shall be used in 

  the administration of the Fund 

Clause 86 (2) (a) The Bill obligates the contractor to secure the safety; health Since the impact goes beyond the contract area, there is need 

 and welfare of persons engaged in all its operations in or about for the contractor to secure the safety and welfare of persons 

 the contract area engaged in all its operations in the “affected areas.” 

Clause 86 (2) (h) The contractor shall take necessary steps to prevent pollution There is need to expand the ecosystem to include sea, forest, 



 
 of any soil, air, biodiversity, brine, water, well, spring, stream, wildlife and marine 

 river, lake, reservoir, estuary or harbour  

Clause 99 Provides for contractor liability in case of pollution The Bill should provide a framework on how damages will be 

  assessed and a mechanism for the local community to follow in 

  seeking compensation 

Clause 100 (2) (b) The drafters of the Bill presumed that an owner of land where The Bill should define land ownership to include community 

 upstream activity is supposed to take place is a private person land ownership 

Clause 100 (2) (b) Where  the  owner  of  the  land  can’t  be  traced,  a  public The  provision  should  not  restrict  advertisement  to only the 

 advertisement  to  be  made  in  two  leading  dailies  with newspaper mode but rather allow the use of other channels 

 countrywide circulation giving a 15 day notice which the local community can access. Advertisements should 

  also be made on the Ministry website. 

Clause 102 The  Bill  does  not  provide  safeguards  when  it  comes  to There is need for this provision to refer to the constitution and 

Consent to Proposal negotiations. This may be detrimental to the owner as in most other relevant laws on land acquisition where compensation 
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  cases  the  contractor  has  more  bargaining  power  than  the should be pegged on current market valuation 

  community member  

Clause 105 (2) Where an upstream petroleum infrastructure is removed, the There is need for a contractor to deposit a decommissioning 

  Bill requires the surface of the land to be restored to its former fund before commencing the upstream activities to be used in 

  condition as far as possible and where there is a default the restitution 

  owner of the land to carry out the restoration and bill the  

  contractor.  

  What happens if the owner is not in a financial position to  

  undertake this process?  

Clause 107  This provision allows the contractor to install or lay any gas This provision gives the contractor a blank cheque that will 

Installation of  upstream pipelines and other infrastructure through, upon, under, over or lead  to  the  destruction  of  the  ecosystem  and  occasion 

petroleum infrastructure across any public street, road, railway, river, canal, harbour, catastrophic dangers not only to the environment but the people 

along roads, railways etc forests, national parks, reserves & heritage sites within and without the transportation corridor. 

Dispute Resolution Dispute resolution mechanisms play a very important role in There is need to provide for dispute resolution as a stand-alone 

  consolidating the gains in a contract. As such, by placing it as provision  and  not  lumped  together  with  other  miscellenous 

  a miscellaneous provision negates the important role it plays in provisions. In any case, conflicts are a factor in the extractives 

  any contract. sector. Clear dispute resolution mechanisms demand a proviso 

   of their own in the Bill 

Offences & Penalties   

   

Clause 10(6) Any person- We feel 10M is too much bearing in mind that the Clause talks 

  a)  without reasonable excuse obstructs and hinders the cabinet of ‘A person…’ Raising 10M for an individual, unlike a 



 
  secretary company might be difficult. An equivalent of this offence is 

  b) Recklessly makes statements or produces a document that is provided for in Clause 75 and the Company is taken care of 

  false here. 

  commits an offence & upon conviction shall pay penalty not We recommend a minimum of 1M and increase imprisonment 

  less than 10 million or to imprisonment for a period not less term to 5 years 

  than three years or both  

Clause 34 (6) A person who resists , hinders, obstructs any committee Enhance the fine to sh 100,000. This will cure any mischief by 

Obstruction  member or their agent  commits an offence & be liable upon the company to obstruct members of the Committee from 

  conviction to a fine of not less than sh 5,000 for each day accessing the company premises as they buy time to rectify the 

   mistakes or anomalies which might have been the reason for 

   the committee’s visit 

Clause 43 (4) A person who engages in upstream petroleum operations Increase the number of years to 10 years. This is a serious 

Operating without licence without executing agreement with cabinet secretary or no offence that attracts a serious fine and the imprisonment should 
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or permit permit commits an offence and liable to pay a fine of not less be commensurate to the fine. 

 than sh 10M or imprisonment of not less than two years  

Clause 51 (8) A person who contravenes provisions of this Clause be liable We recommend an increase of the imprisonment term from 2 

Operational Permits to a penalty of 10 million shilling or imprisonment of not less years to 10 years. 

 than 2 years or both This should correspond with the provisions of Clause 43(4) and 

  49(6) because they all talk on permits and/or licenses. A 

  harmony of these three clauses is important. 

Clause 53 Transfer of interest without permission of cabinet secretary – We recommend that a fine be imposed for this offence. 

 one commits no offence Otherwise contractors will feel not obligated. We appreciate 

 There should be provided for an offence and a penalty for this that the same has been provided for in the PSC but it important 

 too. that it is captured here too. A proposal of a fine of not less than 

  10 M or imprisonment of not less than 5 years or both is in 

  order. 

Clause 54 (3) Report of discovery of petroleum- The question that we belabour ourselves with is ‘Which is the 

 Offense: notifying the public of discovery of petroleum greater offence?’ Is it that under clause 43(4), 49(6), 51(8), 

 without disclosing the discovery to the CS or without getting 62(1) compared to this? The penalty should be reduced to ‘not 

 approval commits an offence and be liable to pay a penalty of less than 10M with an option of imprisonment of not less than 

 not less than 20 million 5 years. 

  The penalties should correspond with the offence. We feel the 

  penalty should either come down or the sentences in the 

  mentioned clauses be enhanced 

Clause 60 Alteration of development plans without informing authority An offence and a sentence be provided. We suggest that a fine 



 
 should have a penalty. of ‘not less than 10M or an imprisonment of not less than 

  5years or both be imposed. 

  This will deter the contractor who may for one reason or 

  another want to change the development plan in the middle of 

  their work mischievously without informing the authority, 

  which changes may not be in the best interest of the workers, 

  environment etc. 

Clause 70 (3) Removal of property by contractor This fine should be increased to 20 M to be in line with Clause 

 Offense: Neglect to comply with directions to remove property 55. The imprisonment term is ok 

 commits an offence and liable to pay a fine of not less than 10 Clause 55 and this Clause go hand in hand and that the effect of 

 million or imprisonment for a term not exceeding 10 years. abandonment without plugging can cause a lot of harm. Hence 

  the fine here should be reviewed upwards 

Clause 75 Refusal to disclose information or making false statement to We propose that the term of imprisonment should be reviewed 
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 the CS or authority commits an offence and liable to a fine not upward to 10 years.  

 less than 20 million or not less than 5 years or both. Cross – referenced with Clause 10 (6), this is more specific to  

  the company. The liability placed to the company should hence  

  be more than that placed on an individual. Both clauses talk on  

  almost the same offence.  

Clause 87 Poor Waste Management attracts a fine of not less than 20 This imprisonment term should be reviewed upwards to 10  

Waste management million or not less than 5 years or both years  

  The Issue of waste management is crucial. A poor waste  

  management system will result into adverse effects that will not  

  only affect the present generation but future generations too.  

Clause 89 Offense of venting and flaring attracts a fine of not less than We recommend the imprisonment term to be reviewed upwards  

 100 million shillings jail term not less than five years or both to 10 years.  

  This is for it to correspond to the fine imposed of 100M  

Clause 113 Offences related to economic crimes The fine should be reviewed downwards to 20M and the  

Economic Crimes 1)encroaching, illegally acquiring or dealing in land for imprisonment to a term of not less than 10 years.  

 upstream infrastructure project The penalty imposed here is just too high. We understand the  

 e)maliciously informs the public on upstream petroleum need to protect upstream infrastructure but the fines and terms  

 Commits an offence and be liable to a fine not less than 100 of imprisonment should also be reasonable.  

 million imprisonment less than 15 years   

 Or both   

    

 MODEL PRODUCTION SHARING CONTRACT   



 
Clause Issue/ What the Bill Provides Proposal/ Recommendation 

Clause (2) Interpretation “Best petroleum industry practices” part (c) reads: There is need to delete maximising and replace it with a term such as 

 “protect  the  environment  by  maximising  the  impact  of minimising 

 upstream petroleum operations;”   

 How does one protect the environment by maximizing the   

 impact of operations?   

    

 The PSC mentions reclamation and restoration. This is not We recommend that these terms be provided for as activities to be 

 provided for under the decommissioning process undertaken under a decommissioning process 

 Provides  for  a  ‘plugging  and  abandonment  permit’;  a There is need to consolidate the various permits being issued by the 

 ‘production permit’ and a ‘underground injection control well various institutions created by the Bill. 

 permit’   

Clause 5 (7) The  provision  gives  the  Cabinet  Secretary  discretionary There is need to specify the forms that are acceptable rather than 
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Powers  of  the  Cabinet powers to accept Bank Guarantee in any form the CS deems leaving it to the discretion of the Cabinet Secretary. 

Secretary fit There should also be a proviso in the Agreement to the effect that any 

  powers exercised by the Cabinet Secretary in this agreement shall be 

  exercised upon recommendation of the Upstream Petroleum Advisory 

  Committee 

Clause 6 (1) Surface Fees This Clause provides that the contractor shall pay on or before There  is  need  to  define  the  specific  government  Ministry  or 

 the beginning of the relevant contract year to the Government. Department the surface fees should be paid to 

 Who is Government in this case?  

Clause 7 (2) & (4) States that if the Cabinet Secretary reasonably believes that the There is need to set specific standards and qualify what ‘reasonable’ 

 contractor is using its best efforts to remedy a default. may mean in this case as it may be subjective to the standards of the 

  Cabinet Secretary. 

Clause 8 (3) States  that  the  Cabinet  Secretary  shall  recommend  to  the The clause is confusing as contractors are meant to abide by the legal 

 relevant  authorities  to  grant  the  necessary  permit  to  the standards  set  for  obtaining  the  relevant  permits  and  there  is  no 

 contractor to access water, security and any other service. peculiar need for the Cabinet Secretary to give directions to other 

  State authorities outside the relevant law. 

Clause 10 (2) States that that compensation for any loss suffered by a third As relates to compensation, the same can be decided by a competent 

 person shall be determined by an internationally recognised redress mechanism such as arbitrators or a court of law. The reference 

 independent expert appointed by the parties. to an expert does not offer sufficient information as one is not sure of 

  the area of expertise being referred to. 

Clause 12 (2) Requires contractor to pay compensation as determined by an There is need for a contingency fund before undertaking the upstream 

Offshore Operations expert for the damage caused operations to protect the marine environment and the people 

Clause 12 (2) Who determines the said expert? Both parties should have an equal chance in selecting the expert 



 
Expert   

Clause 15 (1) Contractor to supply the Cabinet Secretary and the  Authority The process of reporting daily to two organs within one Ministry may 

Reporting daily   reports   on   drilling,   completions   and   production lead to confusion. 

 operations Since the Authority which is the sector regulator and reports directly 

  to the Cabinet Secretary should receive the reports on behalf of the 

  Ministry 

Clause 16 (6) Provides that contractor should take measures to minimize any Our position on this is to delete the term “material.” Adverse damage 

 adverse  “material”  impact  on  national  parks  and  nature is material already 

 reserves.  

 This provision seems to give the contractor a right to damage  

 the ecosystem but it shouldn’t be significant.  

Clause 10 (2) & 16 (9) Clause 10 provides for an independent expert to determine This  portends  to  raise  a  conflict  as  to  who  supersedes  the  other 

 compensation for the damage caused; between the Authority and Independent expert 
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 For the same damage caused to the environment Clause 16 (9)   

 gives  the  Authority  responsibility  to  take  any  necessary   

 measures for the contractor to correct the wrong   

Clause 16 (8) The forty eight (48) hour period provided for the contractor to  We recommend the period to be reduced to twenty four (24) hours 

 notify the Authority in case of an emergency or major accident  

The mode of reporting should also be defined. We propose the fastest  is too long  

   mode possible. 

    

Clause 22 (5) (b) Mentions procuring goods from indigenous Kenyans  This is a new term in the Bill and there is need to determine who is 

   being referred to as  “indigenous Kenyan” 

Clause 25 (3) States that the contractor shall pay for the expenses incurred  There is need to specify the costs and it should be borne by the 

 by government officers during a site inspection.  government so as to avoid conflict of interest. 

Clause 26 (3) Where a contractor occupies community land for upstream  This  provision  needs  to  be  revised.  Contractors  should  use  the 

 petroleum operations before the land has been set apart, the  established channels under this law to acquire any property for their 

 contractor to notify the Cabinet Secretary of the need to set the  upstream activities. 

 land aside.   

 This tantamount to encroaching.   

Clause 26 (4)  & (5) Government granting permission to the contractors  We recommend that the provision should mention that the permission 

   shall  be  given  subject  to  applicable  laws  such  as  land  and 

   environmental laws 

Clause 41 Government participation in upstream petroleum operations  Will  the  government  be  participating  as  NOCK  (the  recognised 

   national oil company)? If so, how will they exactly participate in the 



 
   operations? What are the governing principles? 

Clause 53 On  expert  determination:  who  sets  the  rules;  which  rules  This questions must be answered for clarity purposes 

Dispute Resolution should apply and who bears the cost of the expert?   

    



 

 

Teddy Muturi Kamau- National Coordinator, KOGWG on behalf of: 

 

 

1. Beach Management Unit-Kwale 

 

2. Beach Management Unit-Mombasa 

 

3. Community Action for Nature Conservation - CANCO 

 

4. East Africa Institute-Aga Khan University 

 

5. Indian Ocean Water Body 

 

6. KIDOGAS- Tana Delta 

 

7. Pwani Fish Marine Association 

 

8. The Media for Environment, Science, Health and Agriculture (MESHA) 

 

9. Worldwide Fund-Kenya  

 

10. Save Lamu 

 

11. Northern Rangelands Trust 

 

12. Pate Oil and Gas Network 

 


